
AGENDA ITETIil 2. A.&8.

STA FREFORT

Revenue Plan

Requested Action:

Approve the revenue plan consisting of a proposed consolidated water rate structure
for all WaterAgency water systems; a special tax district for potential new customers
in the Amador Water System regarding the Amador Transmission Project and water
treatment plant improvements; and a specialtax/assessment district encompassing
both existing and potential new customers in the CAWP service area forfunding the
loan repayment for the proposed Gravity Supply Line Project. The requested action
also includes approvalfor staff to execute consultant agreements to implement the
revenue plan with SCI Consulting Group at$142,380 and The Reed Group, lnc. at

fi120,774 funded through Agency General reserves.

Background:

The Financial Plan and Education Ad Hoc Committee (Directors Cooper and
Manassero) were assigned to investigate the concept of a consolidated water rate

structure for all Water Agency water systems, as well as assessments or special
taxes for the collection of funds for the debt service on the Amador Water System
Transmission Project and the loan repayment obligations for the proposed Gravity
Supply Line Project. The Committee has worked with staff and legal counsel to

evaluate these concepts. The Committee has determined that this approach, on a
long-term basis, provides a cost-effective, and a reasonable and fair approach to
securing a sound financial position for the operation, improvement and replacement
of the water systems that the public has entrusted with the Water Agency.

The down-turn in the economy coupled with other financial impacts, such as the
implementation of the debt service payments for the Amador Water System
Transmission Project and the failure to implement rate adjustments, have placed the



Water Agency in a critical financial position. The Water Agency has made significant
cost savings to substantially reduce the extent of needed rate adjustments. These
savings include a reduction of more than a third of the Agency workforce. ln 2008,
the Agency had 62 fulltime employees, 1 part-time employee, and 2 temporary
employees. Cunently, the Water Agency is operating with 40 employees. The
Engineering Department, which is responsible for construction projects, regulatory
studies, technical grant support, customer inquiries, and technical support for other
departments, has been reduced from 13to2 dedicated employees. Currently, there
is one engineer and an assistant engineer to carry out this workload. Department
Head positions have been reduced from 4 to 1. Supervisor level positions have been
reduced from 11 to 8. All departments have had staff reductions and duties have
been consolidated to carry out critical responsibilities. Employees have agreed to
salary and benefit reductions for multiple years; and some employees have not had
salary increases since 2008. The Board has eliminated Director health benefits and
reduced their allowable compensation. A reduced benefìt package is being
implemented for future employees. The Agency also has significantly reduced
operating and administrative costs. Some of these cost reductions are not
sustainable. These reductions have occurred while the Agency continues to incur
inflationary increases from gas, power, chemical, and other suppliers. Even with all of
these cost reductions, several water systems are not able to generate adequate
revenues to cover expenses. Reserves have been depleted and without added
revenues, some systems will become insolvent.

The Water Agency operational activities and costs are predominantly common for all
water systems. Staff, equipment, chemicals, administration, and many other
categories of expenses are shared among all water systems. lt makes sense to place

all these common costs in a base water rate. There are some items which may be
unique for some areas, the costs of which should be allocated solely to the
customers which benefit from them. The Agency already has one Water Code which
applies to all of its water systems; and this type of rate structure will provide a fair
distribution of costs for all customers. Additionally, the consolidated rate structure will
provide the following benefits:

A single consolidated set of water rates would help provide financial
stability and help ensure that all of the Agency's financial and service
obligations can be met.

Constitutional requirements for establishing rates that reflect the cost of
providing service and that each custome/s utility bills reflect a
proportionate and equitable share of costs would be met in a more
comprehensive and defensible manner.
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The rate setting process would be streamlined. The single process

would be more efficient and cost-effective than multiple duplicative
processes.

All water rates would be subject to a uniform set of cost allocation
principles thereby improving equity for all customers.

Customers would benefit from improved financial stability for the
Agency and improved equity in water rates.

The Water Agency constructed the Amador Water System Transmission Project for
the benefit of existing and future customers within the AWS system. The existing
customers pay their share of the debt service through water rates; and future
customers pay their share as they pay their padicipation fees. Given the economy,
new connections and participation fee revenue have been reduced signifìcantly. The
concept of a special tax offers the opportunity to collect revenue from future
customers in advance of participation fee payments to fund their portion of the debt
service. ln addition to the Transmission Project, the Water Agency recognizes the
need for expanded water treatment capacity. The participation fee has a component
for the future construction of a regional treatment plant. Staff is currently working on
interim solutions for added capacity. Adding treatment plant capacity is expensive
and requires up-front funding. The special tax also can include a component for
treatment plant expansion, such that facilities can be developed so that they will be in
place when needed. This also insures that existing customers are not bearing the
cost for future customers. lt is anticipated that there would be a credit towards the
participation fee for funds collected through the special tax.

The Gravity Supply Line Project has been under review for about two decades and
represents a reliable, low maintenance means of providing a supply of water to the
Buckhorn treatment plant. About 20% of the CAWP operating budget is expended in
electrical costs to just move the water to the plant. Approximately 40 times a year,
the pump station fails and no water is pumped to the treatment plant. These outages
may occur due to power failures, communication failures or electrical/mechanical
failures at the pump stations. Substantial cost savings, along with a reliable water
supply system, can be achieved with the GSL. The GSL also will provide additional
raw water fire hydrants that operate by gravity. The issue for this project has been its
initial cost. The USDA grant of over 5 million is the only grant offered for this green
project. The grant is coupled with an $8.3 million low interest loan. lt is unfortunate
that it also occurs at one of the worst economic times when everyone is watching
every penny. The Water Agency estimates that $30 million will be saved over
operating the cunent pump system during the next 45 years.
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